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). Although the signals were English words, the overall task could not make full use of a shared conventional language because it required, for example, using 'groom' or 'wedding' to mean 'bride'. The target items were selected based on published word association norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 2004) , such that the participants' perspectives were aligned for some items ('symmetric' items) but not for others ('asymmetric' items) .
The motivation for this unusual task is that it provides a clean measure of how informative signals are, all else being equal. In a more common gesture-based task, someone signaling 'moose' might gesture antlers, but performance is con-founded with the likelihood of recognizing that the gesture represents antlers, with the ease of gesturing those antlers, and with the degree of resemblance between the gesture and real antlers, which will vary between people.
Participants completed the task in pairs with each pair assigned to one of four conditions.
(1) Full feedback: the signaler was informed of the guesser's guess and the guesser was informed of the target item.
(2) Minimal feedback: both signaler and receiver received minimal feedback comprising only whether the guess was correct (3) Signaler-only feedback: The signaler received full feedback; the receiver received no feedback.
(4) Receiver-only feedback: The receiver received full feedback; the signaler received no feedback.
Unsurprisingly, performance was better at symmetric items overall, though average performance was similar in each feedback condition. We next measured whether performance improved over the course of the game. To be clear: because participants saw each item once, we are not testing whether they discovered stable ways to signal those items through practice. Rather, our measure of improvement relates to discovering ways of succeeding at the task itself.
Overall, performance improved over time, but the improvement interacted with feedback and symmetry. For symmetric items, the improvement was independent of feedback. For asymmetric items, performance only improved when the signaler received full feedback (conditions 1 and 3). Performance in the minimal feedback and receiver-only feedback conditions (2 and 4) remained flat.
In sum, feedback had little effect when people's perspectives overlapped (symmetric items): performance improved regardless. However, when their perspectives differed, improvement at the task was driven by feedback to the signaler, though it was not enough for the signaler to just know whether they were correct or not. This investigation of factors that drive communicative success in the absence of a conventional signaling system helps us understand the prerequisites for the emergence of such a system.
